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[...]share. No writer who was carried away
by egoistic anger or disappointment could
have told these stories of unhappiness,
infidelity, and luckless love with such
dispassionate lucidity.
With the artists
dislike of all that is positive and arbitrary,
she was, nevertheless, subject rather to her
intellect than her emotions. An insult to her
intelligence was the one thing she found it
hard to pardon, and she allowed no external
interference to disturb her relations with
her own reasoning faculty. She followed
caprices, no doubt, but she was never under
any apprehension with regard to their true
nature, displaying in this respect a
detachment which is usually considered
exclusively virile. Elle et Lui, which,
perhaps because it is short and associated
with actual facts, is the most frequently
discussed in general conversation on her
work, remains probably the sanest account
of a sentimental experiment which was
ever written. How far it may have seemed
accurate to De [...].
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